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The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement:
Its Aspects, Highlights, and Probable
Impact on Future Bilateral Trade and
Trading Agreements
I. Introduction
Canada and the United States have traditionally been each
other's best trading partner. In fact, the bilateral trade between the
United States and Canada exceeds any other international bilateral
trading relationship.' This trade is on the verge of increasing. The
Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, signed on January 2, 1988 by
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney and President Ronald Reagan will
further liberalize trade between the world's two largest trading
partners.'
This Comment examines what the Free Trade Agreement
(FTA) provides and omits. This Comment also identifies possible
barriers to the Agreement's implementation, including the political
process, provincial power, and Canadian attitudes toward trade. Fi-
nally, this Comment analyzes several future problems, and suggests
potential scenarios for future relations surrounding the Free Trade
Agreement.
II. Provisions and Scope of the Free Trade Agreement
A. Scope of the FTA
The Free Trade Agreement (FTA) will affect the economies of
both the United States and Canada. The Agreement will also, pur-
portedly, have an impact upon future U.S. international negotiations
and the Uruguay Round of negotiations under the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT).3 In order to understand how
1. Holzinger, U.S.-Canadian Trade-Free At Last?, NATION'S Bus., April 1988, at 30.
2. Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, January 2, 1988, - U.S.T. -, T.I.A.S. No.
-, 27 I.L.M. 293. Estimates vary, but due to the FTA, the trade between Canada and the
United States is estimated to increase by U.S. $25 billion over five years. The gross national
product ("GNP") of Canada is expected to rise by 1%. Currently, the GNP of the U.S. is
about 10 times larger than Canada's. Holzinger, supra note 1.
3. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, opened for signature Oct. 30, 1947, 61
Stat. A3, A7, T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 187 [hereinafter GATT]; U.S. Canada Sign Free
Trade Agreement, 88 DEP'T ST. BULL. 57 (March 1988). President Reagan in his statement of
January 2, 1988, stated, "[The FTA] will encourage supporters of free trade throughout the
world by demonstrating that governments can remove trade barriers even in the face of protec-
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the Free Trade Agreement will affect the economies of both coun-
tries and how it may influence the Uruguay Round of GATT negoti-
ations, it is necessary to analyze what the FTA covers and what it
omits.
The Agreement is divided into eight sections and twenty-one
chapters. The first section defines the objectives and scope of the
Agreement and provides definitions of terms used in the FTA. The
Agreement's objective is to establish a free trade area, consistent
with GATT provisions, between Canada and the United States. Spe-
cifically, the Agreement intends 1) to eliminate barriers to trade in
goods and services between the two countries; 2) to facilitate condi-
tions of fair competition; 3) to liberalize conditions for investment;
4) to establish effective procedures for implementing the Agreement
and resolving disputes; and 5) to lay the foundation for further bilat-
eral and multilateral cooperation.4
The second section of the Agreement covers trade in goods.
Chapter three provides for the elimination of tariffs between Canada
and the United States, except for those tariffs on imports from third
countries. Pursuant to this goal, the Agreement provides guidelines
to determine the origin of goods shipped. Chapter four pertains to
tariffs, customs, and duties. Specifically, Chapter four provisions on
tariff reduction call for tariffs on "import-sensitive goods" to be re-
duced within ten years, on certain other identified goods within five
years, and on a third category of goods immediately.' Customs' fees
will be reduced starting in 1990; no new customs' user fees will be
allowed after that date.7 Neither party to the agreement will intro-
tionist pressures. We hope the U.S.-Canada example will help set the tone for the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations." Id. GATT is the multilateral international agree-
ment governing trade relations among 94 countries. The signatories to GATT sponsor trade
negotiations; the current round of these trade negotiations is called the Uruguay Round. See
generally GATT to Start New Round, Fin. Times, Nov. 29, 1985, at 35, col. 3.
4. U.S. Dept. of Com., Int'l Trade Admin., Summary of the U.S.-Canada Free Trade
Agreement 12 (Feb. 1988) [hereinafter SUMMARY OF FTA]. Similar information may also be
found in Canadian Dep't of External Affairs, The Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement Synop-
sis 14 (1987) [hereinafter SYNOPSIS). The french text of the same information is found in
Minist~re des Affaires estrieur, SYNOPSIS, ACCORD DE LIBRE-ECHANGE, ENTRE LE CANADA
ET LES E'TATS-UNIS (1987). The two texts from the Canadian Department of External Affairs
can be acquired by writing The International Trade Communications Group, c/o The Depart-
ment of External Affairs, 125 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontario, KIA 062.
5. SUMMARY OF FTA, id. at 13.
6. Id. at 14. Goods whose barriers will be eliminated immediately include data process-
ing equipment, telecommunications equipment, motorcycles, whiskey and rum, some processed
fish, raw hides, leather, and furs.
Goods whose tariffs are to be eliminated by January 1, 1993 include paper, furniture,
printed matter, chemicals, after-market automotive parts, precious jewelry, machines, some
musical instruments, and petroleum.
Finally, goods whose barriers are to be eliminated within ten years include plastics, rub-
ber, wood products, lead, zinc, base metal articles, footwear, textiles, steels, many alcoholic
beverages, consumer appliances, precision instruments, watches, agricultural and fish products.
Id.
7. SYNOPSIS, supra note 4, at 21.
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duce new duties or expand existing ones.8 Furthermore, minimum
export/import quotas will be eliminated."
Chapter five provides that, pursuant to GATT, goods will not be
subject to discrimination once they are imported into either coun-
try.10 Chapter six provides for Canada and the United States to par-
tially harmonize regulatory standards for product approval which
are currently barriers to trade. It provides, among other things, that
discriminatory standards will not be adopted, testing facilities will
not be discriminated against, and each country will recognize the
other's system of accreditation.1"
Although it does not remove all barriers, chapter seven of part
one allows for some liberalization in marketing agricultural prod-
ucts.1s Chapter eight expressly allows each country to regulate alco-
holic beverages and requires immediate elimination of tariffs on rum
and whiskey; tariffs on wine, beer, and other distilled spirits will be
eliminated within ten years.1 8 The subject of chapter nine is energy
imports and exports, including petroleum, natural gas, coal, electric-
ity, uranium, and other nuclear fuels." Chapter ten provides for
some liberalization of trade in automotive goods. The FTA, however,
does little beyond the Auto-Pact."
Pursuant to the basic tenets of the GATT, chapter eleven of
section one permits the two countries to take temporary emergency
action restricting imports in order to remedy or avoid serious injury.
The Agreement has provisions by which workers and firms in both
countries may gain relief from job losses and other import-related
8. Id.
9. Id. at 22.
10. Id. at 23-24.
I1. COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 100TH CONG.. 20TH SESS., BACKGROUND INFORMA-
TION AND SUMMARY OF UNITED STATES-CANADA FREE TRADE AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTING
LEGISLATION 12-13 (Comm. Print 1988) [hereinafter BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUM-
MARY]. Alternative standards and labeling requirements have traditionally been used as a non-
tariff barrier to trade. This section would help to eliminate this kind of barrier, which has been
said to be on the rise. Id. See Why Trade Barriers Will Fall, THE ECONOMIST 65 (April 30,
1988).
12. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 19. The Agreement will phase out all agricul-
tural tariffs within ten years, but will still allow for temporary duties for fruits and vegetables,
to be triggered if hardship would otherwise result in the industry. The two countries have
agreed to work within the GATT framework to eliminate subsidization in this area. Specific
agreements cover grains, meats, poultry and eggs, and sugar. Id. at 19.
13. Id. at 22. The agreement affords special treatment to estate wineries, on-premise
sales by wineries, and private wine store outlets, among other things. Id.
14. SYNOPSIS, supra note 4, at 30-32. The Agreement has provisions for each type of
fuel. It provides for Canada to exempt the United States from its export restrictions on ura-
nium and for the United States to eliminate discriminatory treatment of Canadian electricity
firms. Id. at 30.
15. Id. at 32-34. See also Agreement Concerning Automotive Products, March 9, 1965,
U.S.-Canada, 17 U.S.T. 1372, T.I.A.S. No. 6093 [hereinafter Auto-Pact]. The Auto-Pact al-
lows for a 95% duty-free movement of trade; the FTA would eliminate the last 5% of duties
in the automotive trade. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 25-26.
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injuries."6 Chapter twelve provides for miscellaneous exceptions to
free trade,17 and for certain exceptions to free trade based upon the
limited exceptions from GATT rules, for example, to protect public
health and morals.
Section three, chapter thirteen, provides for changes in govern-
ment procurement practices. The Agreement completely eliminates
"Buy American" or "Buy Canadian" restrictions. The Agreement
also sets forth various specific regulations, such as notice procedures
and bid challenge procedures."8
Section four of the FTA covers services, investment and tempo-
rary entry.' 9 Chapter fourteen provides for ground-breaking rules in
services that ensure non-discrimination by future laws and regula-
tions of either country.20 Chapter fourteen covers a wide range of
services. 2' Chapter fifteen allows temporary entry, into each country,
of businesspersons who conduct trade in goods and services, and in-
vestment activities. 2 Chapter sixteen of the Agreement allows for
liberalization of the investment climate in Canada, and for continua-
tion of the open investment policy in the United States. 3
Section five, chapter seventeen of the FTA removes Canadian
discrimination against U.S. financial institutions, and improves the
investment access between the two markets. Several specific commit-
ments in this part of the Agreement should result in a wider market
and, therefore, lower borrowing costs.
2 4
Section six, chapter eighteen of the FTA, provides for a method
of general dispute settlement through an implementation commis-
sion. This commission will include cabinet-level representatives from
16. SYNOPSIS, supra note 4, at 34-36. The Agreement allows an emergency restriction
from imports once per product during the ten-year period to last for no longer than three
years. Id. at 35.
17. Id. at 36-37. An example of a specific exception is both countries' export controls on
logs. Id. at 37.
18. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 29. This one provision may account for the most
substantial opportunity in trade for Canada, since the U.S. procurement opportunities are esti-
mated at approximately U.S. $3 billion annually. Id.
19. Id. at 30. This portion of the FTA, along with the portions on investment opportuni-
ties and business travel, is beyond the scope of GATT, which covers trade in goods only. Berg,
Trade in Services: Toward a "Development Round" of GATT Negotiations Benefiting Both
Developing and Industrial States, 28 HARV. INT'L L.J. 1, 2 n.8 (1987).
20. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUMMARY, supra note 11, at 28-29.
21. SYN OPSIS, supra note 4, at 40-42. Services covered by the FTA include construction,
tourism, insurance, telecommunications-network-based enhanced services and computer ser-
vices, some professional services, services relating to mining and agriculture, wholesale and
retail trade, management services, and other business services. Id.
22. Id. at 42-44. The provision that allows for intra-company transferees to freely travel
between the countries is especially significant, since this has been a past barrier to trading in
services. Very often, products need to be serviced, and thus, personnel needs to be allowed free
access into the other country. Id.
23. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 33. The open policy is set out in the President's
Investment Policy Statement of September 9, 1983. Id.
24. SYNOPSIS, supra note 4, at 46-48.
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both countries.2 Chapter nineteen provides for an unprecedented
binational dispute settlement panel in antidumping (AD) and coun-
tervailing duty (CVD) cases. 6 The panel will apply each country's
AD/CVD law. Panel review will be triggered by a request, to the
governments, of any person who otherwise could have challenged the
determination in court.2 7 One of the panel's advantages is that it will
provide a fairly quick resolution of AD/CVD issues.
The subject of section seven, Chapter twenty of the FTA, is
sectoral issues and other general rules.2 The main sectoral issue of
chapter twenty is the exemption of certain Canadian "cultural indus-
tries" from the FTA.2 9 Section eight, chapter twenty-one, provides
for the exchange of information and for amendment and termination
of the Agreement.30
B. What the Free Trade Agreement Omits
The FTA omits Canadian cultural industries, the auto industry,
and intellectual property. Cultural industries have been omitted be-
cause of Canada's strong national policy of subsidization."' The auto
industry has been largely omitted because the Auto-Pact effectively
eliminated tariffs and other barriers to trade in the automobile in-
dustry. 2 There have been some complaints, however, from certain
sections of both the U.S. and Canadian auto industries that the FTA
could do more to balance auto trade between the two countries."3
The intellectual property industry has been largely omitted from
the FTA probably because of the difficulties in negotiation in this
25. Id. at 48-50.
26. Id. at 50-53; Dispute Settlement Most Important Feature, 6 INT'L TRADE REP.
(BNA) 76 (January 18, 1989).
27. SYNOPSIS, supra note 4, at 52.
28. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 40. A sector is a certain area of trade, such as
agriculture, intellectual property, or tourism. A sector may also refer to a specific product,
such as raspberries or automobile parts.
29. Id. Exempted activities include publication, sale, distribution, or exhibition of: books,
magazines, and newspapers, film and video recordings; audio or video music recordings; and
radio, television and cable dissemination. Id.
30. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUMMARY, supra note 11, at 50-52.
31. See infra notes 106-10 and accompanying text.
32. The FTA allows the automotive industry to enjoy the 95% free trade under the
Auto-Pact, and further liberalizes the remaining 5%. See supra note 15.
33. Auerbach, Trade Pact's Reception. Cool in Canada, Warmer in U.S., Complaints
Not Expected to Stop U.S. Ratification, Wash. Post, May 31, 1988, at D5, col. 2. The Big
Three Manufacturers are not worried, since they already enjoy duty-free, tariff-free trade. The
disparity arises, however, between U.S. parts manufacturers and Canadian parts manufactur-
ers. Canada will enjoy a 10-year phase out of its tariffs while it continues to have a duty-free
entry into the United States. U.S. parts manufacturers would like to see a quicker phase out of
tariffs than the ten years allotted to Canadian parts manufacturers. Id. See also, Canadian-
American Free Trade Agreement, Hearing Before the Committee on Small Business, 100th
Cong., 1st Sess. 62-66 (testimony of Robert Liberatore, Director of Congressional Affairs,
Chrysler Corp.).
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area, due partly to antiquated Canadian intellectual property law.3
Negotiations will move slowly until such laws are modernized. Also,
international negotiations on intellectual property have been held
collaterally to the Canadian-U.S. FTA negotiations. The World In-
tellectual Property Organization (WIPO) and GATT may play more
important roles in this area if better enforcement mechanisms can be
utilized through these organizations. 8 The United States succeeded
in getting a copyright provision in the agreement, which will increase
copyright protection for the retransmission of commercial broad-
casts,3 a U.S. goal in the negotiations.3 7 This is the only intellectual
property provision included in the FTA.
C. Special Highlight-The Bilateral Panel of Adjudication
One of the most revolutionary provisions in the FTA is the bi-
lateral panel of adjudication, provided for in section six, chapters
eighteen and nineteen, for the Free Trade Agreement. The bilateral
panel will consist of two representatives from each country, chosen
by a roster maintained in each country." The fifth member, the
chairperson, will be jointly chosen by the other four, or will be cho-
sen by lot.
The panel will only hear arguments of both sides after other
measures of dispute settlement have failed.39 The panel will have the
authority to hear matters of general disagreement, and also, more
specifically, disputes under either country's antidumping (AD) 40 or
countervailing duty (CVD) 41 laws.42 The panel will make final deter-
34. The Importance of Intellectual Property in Trade Between Canada and the United
States speech by the Honorable Michel C6t6 at the Canada-United States Law Institute Con-
ference on Canada-United States Economic Ties: The Technology Context (April 18-20,
1986), reprinted in II CAN.-U.S. L.J. 7, 7 (1986).
35. H. Bale, Jr., Remarks at the Canada-United States Law Institute Conference on
Canada-United States Economic Ties: The Technology Context (April 18-20, 1986), reprinted
in 11 CAN.-U.S. L.J. 13, 16 (1986).
36. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUMMARY, supra note 11, at 49. This provision is
contained in Chapter 20, article 2006 of the FTA. Id.
37. See generally Battram, Canada-U.S. Trade Negotiations: Continental Accord or a
Continent Apart?, 22 INT'L LAW. 345, 380 (1988).
38. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 37.
39. Id. at 37. First, the governments may request consultations in order to avoid or re-
solve disputes. If these consultations are unsuccessful, either government may request a meet-
ing of the Canada-U.S. Trade Commission in order to resolve the dispute. If the dispute is not
resolved in this manner, the Commission may refer the matter to arbitration or the panel can
be established at the request of either government. Id.
40. "Dumping" is when a foreign country sells a product at a price less than the prod-
uct's fair value in another country. For specific criteria under U.S. law and European Commu-
nities' law, including a definition of dumping pursuant to these laws, see Bryan and Bourserau,
Antidumping Law in the European Communities and the United States: A Comparative Anal-
ysis, 18 GEO. W. J. INT'L L. & ECON. 631 (1985); see also Note, The Countervailing Duty
and Antidumping Duty Laws: A Limited Solution?, 22 NEw ENG. L.R. 209, 209 n.3 (1987)
(citing J. VINER, DUMPING: A PROBLEM IN INTERNATIONAL TRADE 3 (1966)).
41. A countervailing duty is a duty imposed upon a product in response to a foreign
country's subsidization of that product which has resulted in that product being sold at a
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minations based upon administrative decisions of each country.
Moreover, the panel will apply the same standard of review as do-
mestic courts; thus, it will review decisions to determine whether the
administrative agency applied its national AD/CVD law correctly."
This binational panel is the first of a kind in international trade
between the United States and any of its trading partners," al-
though the panel's existence has not been absent from some U.S.
resistance . At the same time, Canada has been insistent on the in-
clusion of the panel 6 because Canada considers the United States
AD/CVD laws and procedure to be unfair and oppressive.'
The panel mechanism has produced debate in the U.S. Con-
gress. This debate centers on the panel's constitutionality." Three
questions exist concerning the panel: 1) if the provisions of the FTA
are in violation of the Appointments Clause of the U.S. Constitution;
2) if the FTA lacks the guarantees that enable it to guarantee judi-
cial power under article III of the Constitution; and 3) if the failure
of the FTA to provide for judicial review of the decisions of the
panel may result in a denial of due process.49 Congressional consen-
sus is founded in the Constitutional provision that grants Congress
discretion to create courts of appellate jurisdiction. Also, since ad-
lowered price in the country imposing the duty. See Note, Countervailing Duty Law, 5 N. Y.
L. SCH. J. INT'L & COMP. L. 129 (1983); Note, The Countervailing Duty and Antidumping
Duty Law, supra note 40, at 209 n.3.
42. SUMMARY OF FTA, supra note 4, at 38. Presently, in the United States, the Depart-
ment of Commerce makes final determinations in AD/CVD reviews and orders, and the Inter-
national Trade Commission makes final determinations in AD/CVD investigations as to
whether U.S. injury would result. These determinations would be subject to panel review under
the provisions in the FTA. Id.
43. Id. at 39.
44. Rose, Trumpets of Free Trade, MACLEAN'S, March 30, 1987, at 16 (a bilateral
panel is a new way of settling trade disputes); Don't Miss This Chance to Expand Trade, Bus.
WK., June 27, 1988, at 112 (potential snag in approval process is binational arbitration panel).
45. Mossberg, U.S.-Canadian Efforts to Set Free-Trade Treaty Illustrate the Difficul-
ties of Banishing Tariffs, Wall St. J., Aug. 28, 1988, at 40(E), col. 3. The new trade dispute
mechanism raised furor in Congress. See Norton, The Building Blocs of Trade, U.S. NEWS
AND WORLD REP., June 27, 1988, at 38 (Congress bickered with the administration over
which branch should control the bilateral panel.).
46. Rose, supra note 44, at 16.
47. Battram, supra note 38, at 368. Three objections to American procedures are as
follows: I) excessive administrative discretion; 2) unclear legal concepts, subject to change;
and 3) constant threats by Congress of increased protectionism of Trade Agreements Act of
1979, 19 U.S.C. §§ 1671-1671f (1986). Id.; Terry, Sovereignty, Subsidies, and Countervailing
Duties in the Context of the Canada-United States Trading Relationship, 46 U. TORONTO
FAC. L. REV. 48, 89 (1988); Barriers to United States-Canadian Trade.- Problems and Solu-
tions, the Canadian Perspective, speech by Jonathan T. Fried, Annual Meeting of the Ameri-
can Society of International Law (April II, 1986), reprinted in 19 GEO. WASH. J. INT'L L. &
ECON. 433, 435 (1985) (Canadian businesses compelled to hire expensive Washington law
firms; egg filler flat case, in which Canadian company was forced to defend a frivolous and
malicious case in the U.S. court system, is cited as representative of unfair trade laws in U.S.).
48. Dispute Settlement Provisions in the United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement,
Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, American Law Division, 134 CONG.
REC. S8655 (daily ed. June 28, 1988).
49. Id. at S8657.
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ministrative views of AD/CVD's have been a benefit for businesses
conferred by Congress, Congress may determine how these reviews
will be administered. Finally, since AD/CVD review will be pro-
vided by an independent body, it seems that neither branch has
usurped power in violation of separation of powers principles."
This bilateral panel is the first of its kind in international trade.
Since it was modeled after dispute settlement procedures outlined in
the GATT, articles XXII and XXIII, it is also a model for other
countries to follow. Its formality, however, is more predictable and
reliable than the procedure outlined in the GATT." It is truly a
good short-term mechanism for dispute settlement. 2
D. Bilateral Trade Agreements and the GATT
One proposed benefit of the Canadian-U.S. FTA is that it will
help set the tone for and speed up the Uruguay Round of GATT
trade negotiations. 5  Another positive aspect is that the FTA puts
pressure on other countries to liberalize trade in the fact of bilateral
agreement, or otherwise be left behind.5 4 This could possibly lead to
a broadening of GATT guidelines to include trade in services and
investment flows.55 In fact, it may have been that discussions were
initiated toward the FTA in response to a failure of the GATT's
ministerial meeting in 1982.56
There is no doubt that free trade, in the long run, is best for all
nations, consumers, and businesses.57 Consequently, if barriers to
50. Id.
51. Id. at S8655.
52. The bilateral panel presents an unparalleled opportunity to forge an equitable bilat-
eral agreement, but allows each country to maintain its own AD/CVD laws. Terry, supra note
47, at 89.
53. U.S., Canada Sign Free Trade Agreement, supra note 3. In his statement, President
Reagan stated that "the FTA will encourage other supporters of free trade by demonstrating
that barriers can be removed even in the face of protectionist pressures." Id.
54. At least one U.S. government official has threatened negotiators at the Uruguay
Round of GATT negotiations with more bilateral trade agreements if the GATT negotiations
continue to move slowly. Bilateral Deals With Other Countries Key to Canadian Trade, For-
mer Official Says, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1375 (Oct. 12, 1988). This article states that
Canada should try to enter into more bilateral agreements, since they offer benefits that cannot
be pursued through GATT itself. The article cites an estimate made by The Economist Maga-
zine which suggested that more than one-half of merchandise trade between GATT countries
is conducted under bilateral agreements. Id. at 1376.
55. Editorial, Bilateral Trade Pacts: Handle With Care, Bus. WK. 128 (April 4, 1988).
The FTA doesn't necessarily mean that more bilateral pacts are in the future, but that a
multilateral trade liberalization, including services and investment, is the future trend in the
96-nation GATT. Id.
56. What Bilateral Deals Mean for Trade, THE ECONOMIST 63 (Feb. 6, 1988).
57. Why Trade Barriers Will Fall, supra note 11, at 65.
On no other subject are economists-notorious for their failure to agree
about anything-so close to unanimity. Tariffs and other trade barriers raise
prices in the domestic market, imposing a burden on consumers and allowing
firms to continue production in areas where they cannot do so efficiently. Jobs
are temporarily preserved, but at an absurd cost that increases unemployment
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free trade can be reduced by bilateral agreements but cannot be
done so through GATT negotiations, agreements such as the FTA
should be sought out.58 There are, however, concerns that FTAs may
create a new type of problem in international trade. Some analysts
believe that larger free trade areas may lead to trading blocs, and
therefore, to political blocs.5 9 In addition, some economists argue
that the large trading blocs-Europe, North America, and the Pa-
cific Basin-will be competing with each other, and may actually
force the protectionist measures they were designed to avoid.60
A trading bloc scenario in which protectionist measures are
used against other trading blocs could come about if the 'GATT
trade negotiations completely stall and if GATT procedure is not uti-
lized to enforce its provisions. Since the recent trend has been to the
contrary, the potential trading bloc problem may not be a threat. For
example, GATT espouses the most-favored nation (MFN) rule,61
which is used, pursuant to special agreement, by nations to bring a
complaint against other nations in violation of the rule. The GATT
has been utilized recently to resolve one such issue."2 This type of
action should pave the way to increased employment of the GATT
process to enforce GATT provisions more stringently. If so, trading
blocs may ultimately utilize GATT provisions against other trading
blocs, effectively reducing tariffs.
Another reason why trading blocs may not be a long-term prob-
lem is that economically-sophisticated trading blocs and businesses
within the blocs will ultimately be dissatisfied by their opportunities
within their own blocs. They will instead demand the MFN rule
from other free trade areas. The economic trend will jgrobably be a
slow merger of free trade areas, through painful negotiation, rather
than a trading war between the free trade areas. Protectionist mea-
sures taken by single countries in the fact of liberalized worldwide
later.
Id. at 65. The FTA will benefit both Canada and the U.S. Canadian economists predict a rise
in Canada's GNP of at least 3%, and a rise in the U.S. GNP of 1% as a result of the
Agreement. Norton, supra note 45, at 39.
58. But see Koh, The Legal Markets of International Trade: A Perspective on the Pro-
posed United States-Canada Free Trade Agreement, 12 YALE J. INT'L L. 193, 246 (1987) (the
reason behind bilateral agreements is not to spur the GATT multilateral trade negotiations,
but to effectively avoid protectionist actions by Congress and thereby to insure the country's
trade position in the United States market).
59. Editorial, supra note 55, at 128.
60. Norton, supra note 45, at 38.
61. GATT, supra note 3, at Art. 1, § 1. Most Favored Nation (MFN) status occurs by
one party according an advantage, favor, privilege, or immunity to one other party (the "most
favored nation"), and then according that advantage, favor, privilege, or immunity to all other
member nations of the GATT. Id.
62. THE EcONOMIST, supra note 56, at 63. The European Economic Community (EEC)
had taken Japan and the United States before the GATT Disputes Panel, over their recent
deal on semiconductors. Id.
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trade and trading blocs would lead to economic suicide."3 Thus, bi-
lateral agreements and free trade areas are a good place to start for
countries who wish to flex their trading muscles within the GATT
framework.
III. The Canadian Political Process versus the American Political
Process
One barrier to the implementation of the Free Trade Agree-
ment in the United States and Canada has been the Canadian politi-
cal process. Therefore, a description of the branches of each govern-
ment, and a description of each federal government's relationship to
the states or provinces will be useful to further analysis.
A. The Nature of the Process
In the United States and Canada, the federal legislative body,
Congress and Parliament respectively, consists of two branches, the
House and Senate. The House in both the United States and Canada
is a popularly-elected branch which proportionately represents the
number of people in each country. In other words, the more populous
states or provinces elect more House representatives than the less
populous.
However, the two countries' Senates differ dramatically. In the
United States, each state elects by popular vote two representatives
to the Senate. Thus, each state is equally represented in the Senate.
In Canada, Senate members are appointed by the Prime Minister for
life, and each receives a full salary."' The Canadian Senate simply
approves House bills, whereas in the U.S. the Senate is not an ap-
proval body, but a legislative branch on part with the U.S. House of
Representatives.
B. How the Process has Affected FTA Implementation in Each
Country
The U.S. House and Senate had to separately vote on the imple-
mentation legislation for the FTA.6" Due to executive branch pres-
63. Norton, supra note 45, at 39. By turning its back on international trade, countries
could go the way of Argentina. Argentina began as a prosperous industrializing country, but
by turning its back on international trade, it has ended up an economic "basket case." Id.
64. Francis, A Job for the Hacks and Bagmen, MAcLEAN'S 9 (Aug. 15, 1988). The
author compares the Canadian Senate, the British House of Lords, and the U.S. Senate. Ca-
nadian Senators receive full salary like U.S. Senators, but the Canadian Senate is only an
approval body like the British House of Lords. Id.
65. House Approves U.S.-Canada FTA Implementing Legislation by Overwhelming
365-40 Margin, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1118 (Aug. 10, 1988) (U.S. House approves
implementation legislation 366-40); Senate Approves FTA Implementing Measure 83-9,
Clearing Way for U.S. Ratification, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1264 (Sept. 21, 1988) (U.S.
Senate approves implementation legislation 83-9). The implementation legislation in the U.S.
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sure, this was done quickly. President Reagan then signed the
legislation.
66
For legislation to become effective in Canada, the House must
pass the implementation legislation,6 7 then the Senate must approve
it. The problem in Canada had been with Senate approval, and it
was of such magnitude that some voices called for a constitutional
change in the senatorial office.6 8 The reason for this public outcry69
was that the popularly-elected conservative House overwhelmingly
passed the implementation legislation,7" but the Liberal Party-con-
trolled Senate stalled the legislation and asked Prime Minister
Mulroney to call a national election.72 This political maneuver of
blocking House-passed legislation is rarely used; 3 in fact, the Senate
had not exercised its veto power in over forty years.7 ' This issue,
therefore, was of constitutional magnitude."
Politically harassed by the Senate Liberals and, in particular,
by the Liberal Party leader John Turner, Prime Minister Brian Mul-
roney did call the election.76 The Progressive Conservatives were re-
was subject to the fast-track procedure, by which no amendments could be made to the agree-
ment and by which the legislation must be approved or rejected within 90 days. See Jenish and
Lowther, Fast-track Action, MACLEAN'S 27 (May 23, 1988) (discussing the fast-track proce-
dure and another trade bill).
66. Reagan Signs Free Trade Accord Legislation, But Fate Hinges on Canadian Elec-
tion Results, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1328 (Oct. 5, 1988) (President Reagan signed im-
plementation legislation on September 28, 1988, "but the fate of the accord [hinged] on the
outcome of [the] general election to be held in Canada Nov. 21 [1988].").
67. House of Commons Passes FTA Implementing Legislation, Clears Way for Senate
Action, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1233 (Sept. 14, 1988). The Canadian House of Commons
approved implementation legislation on August 31, 1988, by a vote of 177-64, which cleared
"the way for the bill to be sent to the Canadian Senate." Id.
68. Francis, supra note 64, at 9. The Meech Lake Accord may allow First Ministers to
decide unanimously to revamp the Canadian Senate and make it an elected body. Id.
69. Denton, Opposition Surprises Mulroney with Bid to Block U.S.-Canada Trade
Pact, Wash. Post, July 22, 1988, at A20, col. 1. "For some in Canada, the Senate itself has
become the issue. The Ottawa Citizen, in an outraged editorial this morning, said, 'John Tur-
ner's threat to block free trade . . . is worse than an act of squalid liberal arrogance. It is a
desperate, self-condemning abuse of parliamentary democracy.'" Id. at A20, col. 6.
70. See House of Commons Passes FTA Implementing Legislation, Clears Way For
Senate Action, supra note 67.
71. Canadian Senate Approves FTA Bill, But Only For Committee Consideration, 5
INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1280 (Sept. 21, 1988) (Canadian legislation sent to committee
which is known to be a delaying action).
72. 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1320 (Sept. 28, 1988) Canadian Liberal leader John
Turner asked for federal election and debate of free trade issue. Id.
73. Denton, supra note 69, at A20, col. 1.
74. Id.
75. Editorial, Let Canada Decide, Wash. Post, July 23, 1988, at A22, col. 1. Senate
blocking tactics have "increased the temperature of the quarrel;" this is a constitutional issue
for Canadians to decide for themselves. Id. at col. 2.
76. Reagan Signs Free Trade Accord Legislation, But Fate Hinges On Canadian Elec-
tion Results, supra note 66. Brian Mulroney called for November 21, 1988 election. Accord-
ing to Canadian parliamentary rules, FTA implementation legislation is therefore no longer
valid and must be re-introduced into the Canadian Senate. Id.; Denton, Trade Pact's Recep-
tion: Cool in Canada, Warmer in U.S., With Bill in Parliament, Opposition Grows Rougher,
Wash. Post, May 31, 1988, at DI(L), col. 4 (election will be national referendum on free
trade).
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elected by a majority," thus, the FTA implementation legislation
was passed by the Canadian Parliament on December 30, 1988, just
in time for the effective target date in the FTA of January 1, 1989.78
C. Further Problems-Provincial Power
The Commerce Clause of the United States Constitution binds
the states to follow international agreements.79 Thus, states cannot,
freely pass duties and subsidize products in violation of the FTA.
Additionally, in the United States, treaties are the supreme law of
the land, as provided by the U.S. Constitution.8" This is not so in
Canada.
Canada's federal constitution has no equivalent to the Com-
merce Clause. Therefore, when a treaty would impinge on matters of
provincial jurisdiction, provincial legislation is required to implement
the treaty.81 The Canadian House has passed the implementation
legislation with language in it that would delegate to the federal gov-
ernment the authority to override provincial policies."2 Since Cana-
dian provinces are, as a whole, much more jealous of their powers
than are U.S. states, the provinces may constitutionally challenge
the Canadian implementation legislation8" and may pose a huge
threat to final implementation. 4 Consequently, even if the FTA im-
plementation legislation is passed by the Canadian Senate, the FTA
may be challenged in Canadian courts and may not pass Canadian
constitutional muster.
Two provinces have been against the FTA since the begin-
77. At the time of the initial draft of this Comment, the FTA implementation had not
been ratified in Canada due to political opposition. Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's govern-
ment was reelected on November 21, 1988; the FTA implementation legislation was thereafter
passed by the Canadian Parliament on December 30, 1988. Canadian Parliament Approves
FTA Measure, 6 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 4 (January 4, 1988).
78. Id.
79. U.S. CONST. art. 1, § 8, ci. 3. "The Congress shall have the power ... to regulate
Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian Tribes
1Id.
80. U.S. CONST. art. VI, § 2. "[AII Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land..." Id. Treaties are
the supreme law of the United States if they are self-executing. Since the FTA needed imple-
mentation legislation and was not self-executing, the implementation legislation is instead the
supreme law of the country. E.g., Foster v. Neilson, 27 U.S. (2 Pet.) 253, 314 (1828).
81. Burns, Ontario Premier Battles Against the Canada-U.S. Trade Pact, N.Y. Times,
June 27, 1988, at DIO(L), col. 1.
82. Malcolm, U.S.-Canadian Trade Outpacing the Treaty, N.Y. Times, July 18, 1988,
at DI(L), col. 3.
83. Burns, supra note 81, at DI0; Holzinger, Whipping Up Trading Fervor, NATION'S
Bus. 13 (Aug. 1988).
84. Finlayson and Thomas, The Elements of a Canada-U.S. Comprehensive Trade
Agreement, 20 INT'L LAW. 1307, 1313, n.26 (quoting Fairley, Jurisdiction Over Int'l Trade in
Canada: the Constitutional Framework, paper presented to the University of Windsor Confer-
ence on the Legal Framework for Canada/U.S. Trade (Sept. 20-21, 1985)).
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ning-Ontario and Prince Edward Island."5 The U.S. trade with On-
tario alone exceeds U.S. trade with Japan,86 mostly due to the high
volume of automotive trade between Ontario and the United States
under the Auto-Pact. Thus, Ontario believes the FTA is not needed.
Ontario's Premier, David Peterson, has led the Canadian fight
against the FTA, with threats of challenging the constitutionality of
the FTA implementation law. 7
IV. Subjective Canadian Attitudes Toward the FTA and Trade
with the United States
A. General Attitudes
Behind the numerous political threats to implementation of the
FTA are the attitudes of the people. Many Canadians are opposed to
the FTA for various reasons. While Canadians are not anti-Ameri-
can in the traditional sense, the Canadian identity necessarily in-
cludes a comparison of the Canadian people to the -citizens of the
United States. Canadians long for an independent international po-
litical identity and constantly guard against the possibility of inte-
gration with their southern neighbor. Since the FTA may pose a
threat to their independence as a nation, opposition to the FTA blos-
soms in Canada.
B. Environmental Concerns8
Since Canadians do not have a large number of dramatic and
significant historical events in their collective past, such as an Inde-
pendence Day,89 they must define themselves as Canadians in other
ways and by other means.90 One of the things that makes "Canadi-
85. Burns, supra note 81 at D1O; Burns, Canadians Facing Fight on Trade Bill, N.Y.
Times, May 25, 1988, at DI(L), col. 8. At the time of the initial draft of this Comment, the
implementation legislation would have allowed Canada's federal government to override Onta-
rio's wine pricing policies. Since that time, Ontario agreed to abide by a GATT ruling and by
the FTA's provisions in return for Can $150 million in restructuring aid. Ontario Will Honor
FTA Provisions in Return For Federal Restructuring Aid, 6 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 336
(March 15, 1989).
86. Holzinger, supra note 83, at 13; Auerbach, supra note 33, at DI(L), col. 2; Going
Public on Trade, MACLEAN'S 16 (Mar. 23, 1987).
87. Koh, supra note 58, at 223-26.
88. For a general overview of how the FTA may influence environmental legislation, see
Hunter, The Comparative Effects of Environmental Legislation in a North-American Free
Trade Area, speech at Canada-U.S. Law Institute Conference on Competition and Dispute
Resolution in the North-American Context, reprinted in 12 CAN.-U. S. L. J. 271 (1987).
89. Finlayson and Thomas, supra note 84, at 1313, n.24-25. Canada has only gradually
severed its colonial links-its emergence as a fully sovereign nation was formally recognized in
the 1931 State of Westminster, but it may have acquired its national sovereignty eight years
earlier. Id.
90. Rugman, U.S. Protectionism and Canadian Trade Policy, 20 J. WORLD TRADE L.
363, 365. "The search for a Canadian identity ... still percolates through much Canadian
nationalism." Id.
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ans Canadian" is their collective inheritance of the "North." As the
nation with the second largest land mass in the world, Canada occu-
pies one of the last, true, untouched wilderness areas in the world.
Canadians have fierce pride in this beautiful, virgin land, 91 which is
rich in natural resources. 92 The people of Canada talk about "the
North," "up North," and "our North" as Americans talked about
"the West" in the 1800s. It is their legacy.
It is little wonder that Canadians have been disappointed with a
Free Trade Agreement that does not do more to protect their natural
resources. Specifically, many Canadians have demanded provisions
that would protect their fresh water exports
93 and curb acid rain. 94
During the summer drought of 1988, the Governor of Illinois
pleaded with the U.S. Congress to force the states bordering Lake
Michigan to allow water to be diverted to the Mississippi River. Af-
ter the drought, the Canadians who wanted more than political as-
surance from the United States demanded a provision in the Free
Trade Agreement prohibiting diversion of this water.95 Canadian
fears in this area are unfounded, however, because Michigan, Indi-
ana, and Wisconsin have traditionally opposed diversion of fresh
water from Lake Michigan to the Mississippi. Thus, diversion of this
water would be effectively opposed from within the United States.96
Another issue that has been debated for quite a long time is
acid rain, 97 which kills both flora and fauna.98 Since the Canadian
identity has been linked partially to Canada's natural resources, the
91. Francis, No One Owes Canada a Living, MACLEAN'S 13 (May 9, 1988). "We have
been a nation of real estate speculators for 100 years, sitting on a land mass which contained
things the world wanted: trees, oil, copper, and natural gas." Id.
92. There are numerous examples of Canadian legislation to protect their land. See,
Fitzgerald, The Proposed Canada-U.S. Transboundary Air Pollution Agreement: The Legal
Background, 20 CAN. YBK. INT'L L. 219 (1982) (acid rain); Regional Developments, Extended
Liability for Owners of Spilled Pollutants ("Spills Bill"), 21 INT'L LAW. 236 (1987).
93. Burns, Trade Pact is Expected to Advance in Canada, N.Y. Times, Aug. 29, 1988,
at D2(L), col.- 4. The FTA provides only for U.S. access to Canadian bottled water, but
Canadians fear that the FTA will open the way for water diversion plans that would funda-
mentally alter the Canadian environment. Id.
94. Drouin, Free Trade May Force Canadian Elections, Wall St. J., Aug. 5, 1988, at
17, col. 3. Failure of Canada and United States to reach an acid rain agreement, and U.S.
proposals to divert water from the Great Lakes, fuel Canadian fears of increased U.S. access
to Canada's natural resources. Id.
95. Government Will Change Canadian FTA Bill to Exclude Water Exports, Crosbie
Says, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1089 (Aug. 3, 1988); Denton, supra note 69, at A20.
Canadians do not want to export water; compulsory exportation of water has been feared by
Canadians for many years. Id.
96. Editorial, supra note 75, at 22. The author also points to the scheme led by Senator
Frank Moss of Utah that would reverse southwards rivers in Alaska and Yukon to alleviate
the water shortage in western states as another source of Canadian worry over compulsory
water exports. Id.
97. See generally, Fitzgerald, supra note 92, at 220, for a history of the acid rain prob-
lem from 1966-1981.
98. Strains on a Friendship, TIME, April 11, 1988, at 29. The U.S. wait-and-study atti-
tude about acid rain is straining U.S./Canada relations, because Canadians are concerned that
acid rain is destroying Canadian lakes, rivers, and forests. Id.
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acid rain issue represents United States infringement of Canadian
national identity as well as national resources.9 9 This issue has been
championed by Liberal Leader John Turner, who would make the
FTA and other bilateral issues dependent upon U.S. cooperation 00
toward the successful conclusion of a clean-air treaty.101 The acid
rain issue has also been utilized to oppose the FTA by Canadian
environmental groups which reported that subsidies to assist in con-
trolling acid rain would be unfair trade subsidies under the provi-
sions of the FTA. a2
A third national resource issue concerning successful FTA im-
plementation is a guarantee of U.S. access to Canadian energy
sources. The FTA would guarantee U.S. access to Canadian natural
gas and oil resources. s03 Canadian environmentalists have charged
that U.S. access to Canadian electricity will force Canadians to util-
ize more nuclear power plants,'"1 and that U.S. access to Canadian
natural gas will necessarily take away these benefits from Canada. 0 5
C. Cultural Issues
Canadian cultural issues may also hinder the implementation of
the FTA. Because of its close physical proximity to the United
States, economic relationship to the United States, and exposure to
U.S. cultural industries, Canada fears the loss of its cultural iden-
tity."0 6 There has been a tradition of subsidization of cultural firms
within Canada to promote cultural identity.107 Some see the liberali-
zation of trade with the United States as contributing to the loss of
99. Fitzgerald, supra note 92, at 219-20.
100. Thus far, U.S. cooperation has not been forthcoming toward any agreement on
reduction of either nitrogen oxide or sulphur oxide, the main ingredients of acid rain. Austen
and Clark, Little to Show From the Final Summit, MACLEAN'S 26, 27 (May 9, 1988).
101. Urquhart, Canada Liberals, Shifting to Left, Risk Vote Loss, Wall St. J., April 13,
1988, at 24, col. 4.
102. Canadian Officials Dispute Report Charging That FTA Will Undermine Environ-
mental Plans, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1379 (Oct. 12, 1988). Report charged that govern-
ment subsidies to help control acid rain would amount to unfair trade under FTA. Report also
charged that harmonization of standards provision would effectively lower Canadian standards
rather than raise U.S. standards of sulfur dioxide emissions. Id.
103. American Free Trade-The Yukon to the Usumacinta, THE ECONOMIST, Feb. 6,
1898, at 64. The U.S. will be guaranteed these energy sources if prices rise in the future. Id.
104. Canadian Officials Dispute Report Charging That FTA Will Undermine Environ-
mental Plans, supra note 102, at 1380; but cf., American Free Trade-The Yukon to the
Usumacinta, supra note 103, at 64. The government increased market will allow Canada to
develop fully their hydroelectric power. Id.
105. Id.
106. Denton, supra note 76, at Dl, D3; Doran and Sewell, Anti-Americanism in Ca-
nada?, 497 ANNALS OF THE AM. ACAD. OF POL. AND SOc. SCIENTISTS 105, 111 (May 1988).
The authors of the previous article state that the Canadian fear of cultural takeover has his-
toric overtones. It was a statement made on the U.S. Senate floor about annexation of Canada
that destroyed the 1911 FTA with Canada. Canadians looked upon this information to feed
their cultural fears, while Americans never took it seriously. Id.
107. Doran and Sewell, supra note 106, at 112. From the Canadian perspective, cultural
subsidies are seen as cultural survival. Id.
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the Canadian identity towards Americanization,108 or worse, as giv-
ing up Canadian culture altogether.109 Even though cultural indus-
tries are not included in the FTA,1 the free trade area itself is seen
as a threat to Canadian culture.
D. Anti-Americanism?
Much has been written and said about whether Canadians are
anti-American."' With regard to the FTA, this is a two-part ques-
tion. First, are Canadians anti-American? Second, will anti-Ameri-
can attitudes affect the success of the FTA?" The most extreme
anti-American rhetoric concerns Canadian fear of loss of sovereignty
to the United States as a result of economic integration with the
United States." 3 This rhetoric has been repeated over and over in
the history of both countries," 4 and in the past has been a reason to
refrain from further economic integration with the United States." 6
Ignorance by the American public about Canadians may be
partially to blame for this attitude. Many Americans have no idea,
for instance, of the magnitude of trade volume between the United
States and Canada. Education of the American public and the re-
sulting increasing awareness may be extremely helpful to foster the
Canadian identity in the long run." 6 Hopefully, the Canadian people
will not allow these issues to prevent them from making policy
choices which will benefit them in the future.
E. Social Policies and Institutions
Canadians also fear that the FTA will require them to give up
certain social policies and subsidized social programs. Specifically,
108. Norton, supra note 45, at 38.
109. Janigan, Driving for the Deadline, MACLEAN'S 16 (April 6, 1987). For a more
detailed analysis of Canadian Culture and its link to trade, see Maule, Trade and Culture in
Canada, 20 J. WORLD TRADE L. 615 (1986).
110. One cultural provision has been included, but is effectively of little importance. See
Fields, Free-Trade Amendment Would Ease Access to Canada's 'Cultural' Firms, PUBLISHERS
WEEKLY, June 17, 1988, at 12; Janigan, supra note 109, at 16. The controversial book-pub-
lishing policy in Canada, which requires foreigners acquiring Canadian publishing firms to sell
those assets to Canadians within two years, has not been enforced in Canada. Thus, its relin-
quishment has not caused much furor. Id.
11. For an intensive look at this subject, see Doran and Sewell, supra note 106, at 105.
112. Burns, Canada's Liberals Battle the Trade Pact, N.Y. Times, August 7, 1988, at
E3, col. 1. Liberal Party leader John Turner states in this interview that "anti-Americanism
won't sell in Canada." Id.
113. See Auerbach, Canada Free Trade Pact is Approved by House, Wash. Post, Au-
gust 10, 1988, at DI, col. 5, D14, col. 4; Janigan, supra note 109, at 15.
114. Doran and Sewell, supra note 106, at 115. "American misunderstanding of Cana-
dian politics brought about hostile caricature of U.S. position. On two recent occasions, the
U.S. has attempted to cross the Northwest Passage . . . each time Canadian opinion was
extremely negative." Id.
115. Auerbach, supra note 113, at DI; Janigan, supra note 109, at 15; Burns, supra
note 112, at E3.
116. Doran and Sewell, supra note 106, at 109.
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Canadians are worried that the FTA will have an impact on regional
development programs 17 and on Canada's health care system." 8
The Conservative Party, however, has called this type of speculation
a "scare tactic" and has pledged that social programs will not be
harmed by the FTA.'1 9
V. Future Relations Between the Countries and Suggestions
A. The Bilateral Panel
The bilateral panel provided for by the FTA should be an effec-
tive short-term method of adjudicating cases of anti-dumping and
countervailing duties (AD/CVD).120 It may not be as effective in
dealing with subsidies, however. As previously described, the bilat-
eral dispute panel will ultimately approve or disapprove of AD/CVD
laws and measures based upon either country's laws.12 1 While this is
a good temporary measure, the panel will not be effective over the
long term. A method of adjudication that is still sensitive to the na-
tional differences in AD/CVD law must be developed. For example,
a joint law, passed by the legislatures of both countries, is a possibil-
ity. It is suggested that a long-term solution for AD/CVD adjudica-
tion in the Canadian-U.S. contest would be a single court of adjudi-
cation similar to the European Court of Justice. 22 There is no doubt
that the bilateral panel was not designed to be the long-term solution
to the problem.
B. Intellectual Property
The lack of uniform or fair intellectual property policies and
laws between the two countries has been a continuing problem and is
reflected in a larger global intellectual property problem.,2 While
117. Bilateral Agreement Top Issue in Canadian Election Campaign, 5 INT'L TRADE
REP. (BNA) 1375 (Oct. 12, 1988); Bilateral Trade Deal Potentially Harmful to Canada's
Northern Economy, Study Finds, 5 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1406 (Oct. 19, 1988).
118. Bilateral Agreement Top Issue in Canadian Election Campaign, supra note 117,
at 1375.
119. In Election Debate, Mulroney Pledges to Cancel FTA If It Harms Programs, 5
INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 1429, 1430 (Oct. 26, 1988). Although some regional development
programs that involve subsidies to specific industries may be challenged, it is unlikely that
American businesses will challenge as subsidies social programs such as universal health care
and unemployment insurance. Id.
120. See Battram, supra note 37. Since the original draft of this Comment, the first two
cases of AD/CVD have been brought under Chapter 19 of the FTA. The cases concern
raspberries and paving equipment replacement parts. U.S. Initiates First Two AD/CVD Cases,
6 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 393 (March 29, 1989).
121. See supra notes 25-27 and accompanying text.
122. Dispute Resolution Under a North American Free Trade Area: The Importance of
the Domestic Legal Setting, speech by Robert E. Hudec at the Canada-U.S. Law Institute
Conference on Competition and Dispute Resolution in the North-American Context (April 3-
5, 1987), reprinted in 12 CAN-U.S. L.J. 329 (1987).
123. See supra notes 34-37 and accompanying text.
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intellectual property issues were discussed during the FTA negotia-
tions,"2' many problems were left unsolved. The United States and
Canada should continue their negotiations on this topic. In addition,
support for multilateral efforts, such as enforcement under possible
GATT rules,"' is necessary for long-term solutions to these
problems.
C. Subsidies26
While subsidization has been a complaint of the United States
about the Canadian system, the United States is not subsidy-free it-
self.117 The FTA provides for a Canada-U.S. Trade Commission to
implement the FTA and to resolve disputes; 8 the FTA provision,
however, is incomplete. The only requirement for the bilateral com-
mission is that it must ensure that changes in each country's AD/
CVD and subsidy laws are consistent with the GATT Code on Sub-
sidies and Countervailing Duties and with other provisions of the
FTA. 2 9 Thus, the FTA has left this issue to further negotiations.13 0
One possible solution, as suggested earlier, is to establish a bilateral
code that would define countervailable and noncountervailable subsi-
dies. ' During negotiations for such a bilateral competition code, for
instance, the United States could negotiate its own exemption from
procurement practices, while Canada could negotiate an exemption
from its cultural and social welfare practices. 2
D. Consistent Regulatory Agreements
By far, the biggest hurdle to implementing the FTA will be in
the area of regulation. While the FTA contains certain provisions
124. Note, A Trade-Based Response to Intellectual Property Piracy: A Comprehensive
Plan to Aid the Motion Picture Industry, 76 GEo. L.J. 417, 462, n.315 (1987).
125. Id. at 452-54. The Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, supported by the U.S.
Congress, includes goals to protect intellectual property rights and to establish a stronger dis-
pute settlement mechanism. Id. at 453-54 n.259.
126. For a comprehensive comparison between the United States and Canada on this
issue, see Terry, supra note 47, at 48.
127. Terry, supra note 47, at 55. Although the United States does not often directly
subsidize, some subsidization occurs in the forms of tax exemptions, low-interest loans, loan
guarantees, and defense procurement policies, among other things. Id.
128. Id. at 91.
129. Id. at 90, n. 199 (citing Canada-United States Free Trade Agreement: Elements of
the Agreement (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and Services, October 1987) at 6).
130. Id. at 91.
131. Id. at 93. The author suggests that each country would retain its national CVD
mechanisms but would be constrained by a bilateral version of the multilateral GATT Code.
Id.
132. Id. at 94. The author describes three possible regimes: 1) a bilateral code; 2) com-
plete exemption for each country from the other's countervail duty laws; and 3) joint adminis-
tration of countervail laws (one step beyond the bilateral panel). Each of these regimes has its
own inherent problems. Id.
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delineating regulatory standards,13 3 many regulatory adjustments
will have to be made at a later date.13  Consistent regulatory agree-
ments that would promote the spirit of the FTA have thus been left
to future negotiation.
One example of regulatory cooperation is an agreement which
was entered into by New York and Quebec, 3 6 similar to that of the
1977 Nonresident Violator Compact. 136 The agreement facilitates
compliance with traffic laws, allows for residents who move to the
other jurisdiction to exchange licenses, and guarantees payment of
fines, by the home jurisdiction, thereby allowing motorists to proceed
on their way.' 3 7 The New York-Quebec agreement is a small exam-
ple of what can be achieved on a larger scale between our countries
in the area of regulatory agreements.
Adopting a bilateral policy concerning all driver licensing, in-
cluding commercial drivers, which will enhance traffic safety in each
jurisdiction should be negotiated. Travel between the two countries
will increase because of the positive public relations generated by the
policy. Tourism and bilateral trade would be promoted as well.
Hopefully, other similar regulatory agreements may be sought out
between our two countries that will increase goodwill and trade in
the spirit of the FTA.1
3 8
E. AD/CVD Issues
Although the bilateral panel is a good mechanism for the short-
term adjudication of AD/CVD issues, the long term solution must
be more comprehensive. Anti-dumping laws are fundamentally in-
compatible with a free trade area.'3 9 Thus, problems with dumping
should be dealt with through bilateral competition laws in the Cana-
133. For instance, the FTA contains specific regulatory provisions in the sectors of agri-
culture, food, beverages, energy, and temporary entry of business persons. BACKGROUND IN-
FORMATION AND SUMMARY, supra note 11, at 16-17, 21, 30.
134. Chapter 14, article 1405, expressly provides that the two countries will implement
measures through future negotiation in the area of services. Since the services sector is new to
free trade agreements, and since the services sector is so large in both countries, this will be a
huge undertaking. BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND SUMMARY, supra note 11, at 30; Cana-
dian-American Free Trade Agreement: Hearing Before the Committee on Small Business,
100th Cong., 1st Sess. 33-37 (1987) (testimony of David Ruth, Director of International Cor-
porate Affairs, American Express Co.).
135. Reciprocal Agreement Between the State of New York and Quebec Concerning
Drivers' Licenses and Traffic Offenses (1987-1988).
136. Nonresident Violator Compact of 1977, notice of entry at 17 PA. B. 4285 (Oct. 24,
1987). Commercial Motor Vehicle Safety Act, P.L. 99-570, 100 Stat. 3207-171 (1986).
137. See Reciprocal Agreement, supra note 135.
138. Since the original draft of this Comment, the United States and Canada entered
into a commercial drivers licensing reciprocity agreement. This agreement was finalized on
December 29, 1988, in an exchange of letters. Also In the News: Commercial Driver Licensing
Agreement, 6 INT'L TRADE REP. (BNA) 162 (February 1, 1989).
139. See supra note 40 for the definition of dumping. Logically, in a free trade area, the
foreign nation would be allowed its pricing advantages without fears of countervailing duties.
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dian-U.S. free trade area. Competition law would protect the com-
petitive process, not the domestic competitor. 40 The remedy for
dumping would not be countervailing duties, but remedial orders in
the civil cases, punitive sanctions designed to preserve or enhance the
competitive process in criminal matters. 41 The disputes could be
handled by a panel similar to the bilateral panel established in the
FTA.142 The panel could then apply a broad bilateral code including
competition law, or a separate bilateral competition code.
VI. Conclusion
The Free Trade Agreement offers a great opportunity to liber-
alize trade between Canada and the United States, both in merchan-
dise trade and trade in services and investment. It should not be
seen, however, as the final culmination of trade liberalization. Intel-
lectual property protection must be achieved through multilateral
negotiations, preferably through GATT, or through bilateral negoti-
ations. The two countries must further negotiate a more permanent
bilateral trade adjudication panel or court. The panel or court should
have more powers and duties than simply overseeing separate coun-
tervailing duty laws, which were promulgated and enforced prior to
the FTA. The panel must instead utilize competition law promul-
gated under a Free Trade Agreement scenario.
Internally, Canada must deal with problems of provincial polit-
ics and ratification of the FTA in a system of great provincial power.
It must also come to terms with its own national identity. Both coun-
tries must support further international trade negotiations through
GATT in order to further liberalize trade internationally. At the
same time, the United States must become, on a broader scale, more
sensitive to the environmental concerns of both the U.S. and Cana-
dian environmentalists, even if it will require painful and expensive
short-term decisions. By doing so, the United States will become a
more reliable and respected international power, bolster relations
with Canada, and ultimately, save its own environment. Thus, the
FTA is a great achievement, but it should herald the beginning of
further and even broader negotiations.
Rebecca A. Sanford
140. Competition, Anti-Dumping and the Canada-U.S. Trade Negotiations, speech by
Canvin S. Goldman, Assistant Deputy Minister, Bureau of Competition Policy, Consumer and
Corporate Affairs, at the Canada-U.S. Law Institute Conference on Competition and Dispute
Resolution in the North-American Context (April 3-5, 1987), reprinted in 12 CAN.-U.S. L.J.
95 (1987).
141. Id.
142. See supra notes 25-27 and accompanying text.
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